Amendment to the
Medicaid Enterprise System (MES)- Enterprise Data Services (EDS)
Request For Information (RFI)

NOTE THE FOLLOWING AND ATTACHED ADDITIONS, DELETIONS AND/OR CHANGES TO THE MEDICAID ENTERPRISE SYSTEM (MES) ENTERPRISE DATA SERVICES (EDS) REQUEST FOR INFORMATION (RFI). THIS AMENDMENT MUST BE INCLUDED IN THE RESPONDENT’S SUBMISSION AND ADDRESS THE QUESTIONS AS DEFINED IN THE RFI.

THE RESPONDENT MUST SIGN AND RETURN THIS AMENDMENT WITH THEIR RFI RESPONSE.
1. **Section 3.3, page 10-11**

Currently Reads as:
Respondents must submit one original with original signatures in ink, one additional hard copy in binder form, and two electronic copies of the response on a Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash drive. Respondents must identify the original hard copy on the outside of the proposal. One electronic copy must be a complete version of the Respondent’s response and the second electronic copy must have any information asserted as confidential or proprietary redacted.
The RFI response must be submitted in a sealed envelope or package with the RFI number and the Respondent’s name, and address clearly indicated on the envelope or package.

Revised as:
Respondents must submit one original with original signatures in ink, one additional hard copy in binder form, and two electronic copies of the response on a Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash drive. Respondents must identify the original hard copy on the outside of the proposal. One electronic copy must be a complete version of the Respondent’s response and the second electronic copy must have any information asserted as confidential or proprietary redacted.
The RFI response must be submitted in a sealed envelope or package with the Respondent’s name and address clearly indicated on the envelope or package.

2. **Section 4.2.2 #6, page 20**

Currently Reads as:
Module Integration per Module defined in Exhibit 8

Revised as:
Module Integration per Module defined in Exhibit 7

3. **Section 4.2.3 A, page 21**

Currently Reads as:
Please provide the information requested in Exhibit 10 below for all key roles which would be required to fulfill the scope of the MES EDS project. For project roles with same/similar titles, use the role description to designate/provide the differences

Revised as:
Please provide the information requested in Exhibit 9 below for all key roles which would be required to fulfill the scope of the MES EDS project. For project roles with same/similar titles, use the role description to designate/provide the differences

4. **Section 4.2.3 B, page 21**

Currently Reads as:
B. Please provide roles and responsibilities that the Respondent recommends for Agency staff, MES PMO, and MES Module SMEs for the MES EDS Project in Exhibit 11 below.

Revised as:
B. Please provide roles and responsibilities that the Respondent recommends for Agency staff, MES PMO, and MES Module SMEs for the MES EDS Project in Exhibit 10 below.

5. **Section 4.2.4 A, page 21**

Currently Reads as:
A. Please provide the information requested in Exhibit 12 below for what your expected deliverables would be to deliver successful EDS projects. Example: Architectural artifacts, Continuity of Operations (COOP) / Disaster Recovery (DR) plan, Project Management plan, DCB artifacts

Revised as:
A. Please provide the information requested in Exhibit 11 below for what your expected deliverables would be to deliver successful EDS projects. Example: Architectural artifacts, Continuity of Operations (COOP) / Disaster Recovery (DR) plan, Project Management plan, DCB artifacts

I hereby acknowledge receipt of the Amendment to the EDS RFI.